Yang, Xiong-Li and Samuel M. Wu. Response sensitivity and under dark-and light-adapted conditions ( Dowling 1987; voltage gain of the rod-and cone-bipolar cell synapses in dark-Schultze 1866 ) . Rod and cone signals are transmitted to adapted tiger salamander retina. J. Neurophysiol. 78: 2662Neurophysiol. 78: -2673 In this study, we systematically examined the response 51.82 mV photon 01 mm 2 s. The cone-driven bipolar cells (DBC C sensitivity and spectral properties of bipolar cells in darkand HBC C ) exhibited relative response sensitivity ranged from adapted tiger salamander retinae. We studied the voltage Flat-mounted, isolated retinas of the larval tiger salamanders wavelength lights (ú650 nm) are mediated by both rods and cones (Ambystoma tigrinum) purchased from Charles E. Sullivan (Nashwith comparable synaptic gains. Functional roles of the mixed and ville, TN) and KON's Scientific Company (Germantown, WI) cone-driven bipolar cells in information processing in dark-adapted were used in this study. Before an experiment, the animal was retinas are discussed.
01 s rod and that of the cones, S S (cone), cells are considered as mixed ( Lasansky 1973 ( Lasansky , 1978 Wer- is Ç0.00146 mV photon 01 mm 2 s or 0.000048 mV Rh* 01 s rod. blin and Dowling 1969 ) , but recent evidence in darkThe rod and cone responses were relatively homogenous with little adapted tiger salamander retinae has suggested that bipovariations in response amplitude and sensitivity. In contrast, bipolar lar cells can be divided into two groups, with one exhibcell responses were heterogenous with large variations in response iting high ( rodlike ) sensitivity and the other exhibiting amplitude and sensitivity. The maximum response amplitude of low ( conelike ) sensitivity ( Hensley et al. 1993; from 08.11 to 05.54, and step sensitivity ranged from 1.22 to
In this study, we systematically examined the response 51.82 mV photon 01 mm 2 s. The cone-driven bipolar cells (DBC C sensitivity and spectral properties of bipolar cells in darkand HBC C ) exhibited relative response sensitivity ranged from adapted tiger salamander retinae. We studied the voltage 03.45 to 02.32, and step sensitivity ranged from 0.0000438 to gain of the rod output synapses made on the high sensitivity 0.00201 mV photon -1 mm 2 sec. The chord voltage gain of the rodbipolar cells and the relationship between rod synaptic gain DBC M or rod-HBC M synapses near the rod dark membrane potenand the bipolar cell light sensitivity. We also examined the tial ranged from 1.14 to 48.43 and that of the cone-DBC C or conesynaptic inputs from cones to high-sensitivity and low-sensi-HBC C synaptic gain near the cone dark membrane potential ranged from 0.03 to 1.38. The highest voltage gains were found near the tivity bipolar cells. The voltage gains of the cone output rod or cone dark membrane potentials. By the use of linear subtrac-synapses were determined.
tion method, we studied the synaptic inputs from cones to five mixed bipolar cells, and the voltage gains of the cone synapses in
M E T H O D S
each of the bipolar cells were very close to the voltage gain of the rod synapses. This result suggests that although the responses of Preparation mixed bipolar cells are mediated mainly by rods when lights of short and medium wavelengths are used, their responses to long Flat-mounted, isolated retinas of the larval tiger salamanders wavelength lights (ú650 nm) are mediated by both rods and cones (Ambystoma tigrinum) purchased from Charles E. Sullivan (Nashwith comparable synaptic gains. Functional roles of the mixed and ville, TN) and KON's Scientific Company (Germantown, WI) cone-driven bipolar cells in information processing in dark-adapted were used in this study. Before an experiment, the animal was retinas are discussed.
dark-adapted for ¢2 h and then decapitated under infrared illumination. The eyes were enucleated and hemisected. A piece of the posterior half of the eyecup was inverted over a hole in a piece of
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Millipore filter (HAO; pore size, 0.45 mm) secured in the superfusion chamber. The sclera and the pigment epithelium were removed superfusion chamber at a rate of Ç5 ml/min, so that the retina was Model MP100A). When the peak voltage responses were plotted against light stimulus intensity, data points were fitted by the folimmersed totally under solution. The control Ringer contains (in mM) 108 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 MgCl 2 , 2 CaCl 2 , and 5 mM N-2-lowing equation (Thibos and Werblin 1978) hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid (adjusted at pH
7.7). The retina (photoreceptor-side up) was viewed with a Zeiss 132 objective lens modified for the Hoffman modulation contrast where V is the response amplitude, V max is the maximum response optics (Hoffman Modulation Optics, Greenvale, NY). During the amplitude, s is the light intensity that elicits a half-maximal reexperiment, retinal cells as well as the electrode were observed sponse, N is a constant, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function, clearly on the screen of a TV monitor connected to the infrared and log is the logarithmic function of base 10. In this article, we image converter (model 4415; COHU, Palo Alto, CA) attached to used the V-log I plot for our analysis (the right-hand term of Eq. the microscope.
2) and for such plots the light intensity span (range of intensity that elicits responses between 0.05 and 0.95% of V max ) of a cell equals to 2.56/N (Thibos and Werblin 1978) .
Recording
Intracellular recordings were made from photoreceptors and R E S U L T S bipolar cells with micropipettes drawn with a modified LivingLight responses of rods, cones, mixed, and cone-driven ston puller with Omega Dot tubing ( 1.0 mm OD and 0.5 mm ID). The micropipettes were filled with 2 M potassium acetate bipolar cells under dark-adapted conditions and had tip resistances measured in Ringer solution of 100 -600
We first studied the response sensitivities of various dark-MV. The electrodes were positioned under visual control with adapted retinal cells. In Table 1A , we list the response ampliinfrared illumination. The impalement was facilitated by adtudes of 24 rods, in Table 1B , the responses of 15 cones, justing the negative capacitance in the electrode headstage. Voltage traces were monitored with an oscilloscope ( model 5500A; and in Table 2 , the responses of 41 bipolar cells to 500-Tektronix, Beaverton, OR ) and stored on magnetic tapes ( Model nm 0.5-s light steps recorded under dark-adapted conditions. 820, Vetter, Rebersberg, PA ) .
Data points of each cell were fitted by Eq. 2 given in METH-ODS, and the relative sensitivity, defined as the intensity of Light source light eliciting half-maximal responses (log s), and the Hill coefficients (N) are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . Because the The preparation was stimulated with a dual-beam photostimula-rod responses to 08.3 and 07.67 light steps and the cone tor. Two independent light beams, the intensity and wavelength of responses to 05.3 light steps were so small (also see Fig. which could be adjusted by neutral-density filters and interference 1), each value in Table 1 marked with an asterisk was obfilters, were provided by quartz halogen sources. The light was tained by signal averaging ú20 repeatedly recorded retransmitted to the preparation by way of the epi-illuminator and the objective lens of the microscope. The spot diameter on the sponses. The mean responses ({SD) of the 24 rods and 15 retina could be adjusted by a diaphragm in the epi-illuminator. In cones are given in Table 1 . Additionally, we calculated and most experiments described, small spot illumination (400-600 mm listed in Table 1 the average step sensitivity, S S , defined as in diameter) covering the receptive field center (Borges and Wilson the voltage response divided by the absolute light intensity, 1987, 1990 ) was used. The intensity of light sources was measured of the rods and cones in their linear response-intensity range with a radiometric detector (United Detector Technology, Santa [within which the response amplitude is proportional to the Monica, CA). The intensity of unattenuated 500 nm light light intensity, and thus S S Å DV/I S is constant (Baylor and 
Voltage responses of 24 rods (A) and 15 cones (B) to 0.5-s 500-nm light steps of various intensities [given in log units of attenuation on the top row (columns 2-11)] recorded in dark-adapted retinas. Column 1 gives the cell numbers, columns 2-11 give rod voltage responses (in mV), column 12 gives the Hill coefficient N, and column 13 gives the relative sensitivity (log s). N and log s values were obtained by fitting data points in columns 2-11 with Eq. 2 in METHODS. The mean { SD as well as the step sensitivities in linear response-intensity ranges are given in the bottom two rows. SS1 is in mV photon 01 mm 2 s, and SS2 is in mV Rh* 01 s rod. * Obtained by signal averaging over 20 repeatedly recorded responses.
In contrast to rods and cones, there is considerable varia-heterogeneity, each bipolar cell must be treated individually.
In Fig. 1B , we plot the V-log I relations of the 41 bipolar tion in response amplitude and light sensitivity among individual bipolar cells in dark-adapted tiger salamander retinae. cells listed in Table 2 and fit the responses of each cell with Eq. 2 (continuous curves). It is evident from this figure that As evident from the data shown in Table 2 , the maximum light response amplitudes of bipolar cells varied from 5.5 to bipolar cells, either the DBCs or the HBCs, fall into two groups, with one exhibiting high sensitivity to 500-nm light 25 mV, and the relative sensitivity (log s) in these cells spread over nearly 6 log units. Because of such response steps (Fig. 1B, left) and the other exhibiting low sensitivity / 9k20$$no21
10-29-97 14:28:06 neupas LP-Neurophys to 500-nm light steps (Fig. 1B, right) . Very few cells fall spectral sensitivities of the rods and the cones are also given in solid and open circles and continuous curves. It in the intermediate range along the intensity axis (only 1 of these cells had maximum response amplitude ú5 mV, is evident from this figure that the spectral sensitivity of the cone-driven bipolar cells ( DBC C and HBC C ) closely HBC41, the dotted curve in Fig. 1B) . We name the highsensitivity bipolar cells mixed bipolar cells (DBC M and resembles that of the cones. The spectral sensitivity of the mixed bipolar cells ( DBC M and HBC M ) fits the spectral HBC M ). This name is more appropriate than the term ''roddominated'' used in our earlier publications (Hensley et al. sensitivity of the rods very well at short wavelengths, but it is substantial higher than the rod sensitivity at long 1993; Yang and Wu 1993) because, as we will show later in this paper, such high-sensitivity bipolar cells under certain wavelengths ( 700 nm, Fig. 2, ) . This wavelength-dependent deviation of sensitivity suggests that voltage restimulus conditions exhibit substantial cone-mediated light responses. The low-sensitivity bipolar cells are named cone-sponses of mixed bipolar cells are mediated primarily by rods when stimulated with lights of short and medium driven cells (DBC C and HBC C ) because their light responses under all stimulus conditions are mediated by cones (they wavelengths. They receive substantial cone inputs when long wavelength lights ( ú650 nm) are used. Further exgive no response to light stimuli dimmer than the cone response threshold).
periments on cone inputs to mixed bipolar cells will be described in a subsequent section. Figure 2 shows the average ( { SD ) spectral sensitivity of five DBC M s, seven HBC M s, three DBC C s, and five
We next calculated the step sensitivity, S S , of each bipolar cell and list them in the last column of Fig. 3 the voltage responses of a rod, a cone, a DBC M , a HBC M , a DBC C and a HBC C to 500-nm light steps of different intensities recorded from dark-adapted tiger salamander retinas. Among the 29 mixed bipolar cells listed in Table 2 , we chose cell DBC32 and HBC35, which exhibited relatively high light sensitivity, so that we could clearly characterize their rod synaptic inputs. There are several features in Fig.  2 that warrant attention. 1) The DBC M and HBC M exhibited substantially higher sensitivity to the 500-nm light steps than the rods. For the 500-nm/08.3 light step, the rod response was so small that it was buried in the voltage noise (the amplitude of which was obtained by signal averaging as 0.11 { 0.06 mV, see (DBC32  in Table 2 ), a HBC M (HBC35), a DBC C (DBC40), and a HBC C (HBC10) to 0.5-s 500-nm light steps of various intensities (in log units of attenuation, marked at bottom).
s, or 1.6 mV Rh* 01 rod s (S S for other bipolar cells are output relations of the photoreceptor-bipolar cell synapses listed in the last column of Table 2 ).
2) The DBC M and are approximately exponential with the highest gain near the HBC M exhibited voltage tails after the cessation of the light dark potentials (Belgum and Copenhagen 1988; Falk 1989 ; steps brighter than 500 nm/06.3. These voltage tails resem-Yang and Wu 1993). We therefore estimated the maximum ble the rod voltage tails, and thus they are mediated by the chord synaptic gains by using small responses that were rod inputs (Attwell et al. 1987 ; Belgum and Copenhagen close to the photoreceptor dark potentials. Another reason 1988). The tail responses of the DBC M and HBC M appeared for using small responses to estimate synaptic gain is that for to outlast the rod tail responses because the voltage gains the rod-DBC M and rod-HBC M synapses, the 500-nm lights of theses bipolar cells near their dark potentials are very eliciting small rod responses are so dim that they are far high (see next section).
3) The DBC C and HBC C exhibited below the threshold for eliciting cone responses, and thus low sensitivity to the 500-nm light steps. No responses were the gain obtained this way will reflect synaptic inputs with observed in these cells until the light intensity was raised negligible contribution from cones. In Table 3 , we list the to Ç500 nm/04.3, which also gave a measurable response chord voltage gains of all 40 dark-adapted bipolar cells (exin cones (see Table 1B ). 4) The voltage noise during the cept HBC41) described in Table 2 . Two sets of gains are DBC light responses is substantially higher than the voltage given. One was determined by the ratios of individual DBC M noise during the HBC light responses. This is particularly and HBC M responses to the averaged rod response to noticeable during the voltage tails. Such difference in voltage the 08.3 (500 nm) light step or by the ratios of individual noise is consistent with the notion that postsynaptic channels DBC C and HBC C response to the average cone response to in the DBCs close in darkness and open in light, and those the 05.3 (500 nm) light steps. The second set was deterin the HBCs operate in an opposite manner (Ashmore and mined by the ratios of DBC M and HBC M responses to the Copenhagen 1980; Ashmore and Falk 1977) .
average rod response to the 07.3 (500 nm) light steps or by the ratios of the DBC C and HBC C responses to the average cone response to the 04.3 (500 nm) light steps. In the first
Voltage gains of the rod-DBC M , rod-HBC M , cone-DBC C ,
set, the 08.3 and 05.3 light steps hyperpolarized rods and and cone-HBC C synapses cones, respectively, by Ç0.1 mV below their dark potentials; and in the second set, the 07.3 and 04.3 light steps hyperpoWe next studied the voltage gains of the rod-mixed bipolar larized rods and cones, respectively, by Ç1 mV below their cell and cone-cone driven bipolar cell synapses under darkdark potentials. Each gain value calculated this way has a adapted conditions. Our approach was to use the averaged minimum range of error equals to the bipolar cell response rod and cone light responses described in the last section used divided by the standard deviation of the photoreceptor (Table 1) as the presynaptic signals and individual bipolar response (given in Table 1 ). The first set of voltage gains cell responses (Table 2) as the postsynaptic signals to deteris about three to four times higher than the second set, which mine the chord voltage gains of the synapses. We chose to is consistent with the notion that the highest gain is near the determine the chord voltage gain (defined as the ratio of photoreceptor dark potentials. In Fig. 4 , we plot the two sets voltage change of the postsynaptic cell over that of a presynof voltage gains (in log scale) of the 40 rod-and coneaptic cell when all presynaptic cells are uniformly polarized) bipolar cell synapses against the half-maximal intensity, log because it could be obtained directly from measurable res, of each bipolar cell. Figure 4A illustrates the first set, and sponses, whereas the slope gain (determined by the slope Fig. 4B illustrates the second set with filled circles representof the input-output relation) critically depended on the mathing voltage gains of the rod-DBC M and rod-HBC M synapses ematical equations used for curve fitting (Attwell 1990; Falk 1989) . Table 2 except HBC41). Column 1 gives the cell number, column 2 gives the relative sensitivity (log s). Column 3 gives gain 1 values, which were obtained by taking the ratio of DBC M or HBC M (total 24 cells) responses to the 500 nm/08.3 light step to the average rod response to the same light step or the ratio of DBC C or HBC C (total 11 cells) to the 500 nm/05.3 light step to the average cone response to the same light step. Column 4 gives 2 gain values, which were obtained by taking the ratio of DBC M or HBC M responses to the 500 nm/07.3 light step to the average rod response to the same light step or the ratio of DBC C or HBC C to the 500 nm/04.3 light step to the average cone response to the same light step.
DBC C and cone-HBC C synapses. Several features in Fig. 4 warrant attention. 1) In Fig. 4, both A and B, the rod output synapses had higher voltage gains than the cone output synapses. In Fig. 4A , for example, the rod output synaptic gain ranged from 1.14 to 48.43 whereas the cone synaptic gain ranged from 0.03 to 1.38. 2) In Fig. 4, both A points in Fig. 4 (dashed lines) , gives an approximate mea-/ 9k20$$no21 10-29-97 14:28:06 neupas LP-Neurophys 500 nm/07.67 light and that to the 750 nm/03.3 light by a computer and showed it as the thin trace in Fig. 5 . It is evident from this figure that the HBC M responses to the combined beams exhibit nearly identical amplitudes and waveform as the computer-assisted addition of the two separate responses. We repeated this addition test on one other HBC M and one DBC M in dark-adapted retinas, and they showed similar linear additive properties for rod and cone inputs. Based on these results, we concluded that the summation of bipolar cell responses was approximately linear and the subtraction analysis for studying the cone-bipolar cell synapses was a reasonable approach. Figure 6 shows an example of such subtraction. Voltage responses of a rod, a cone and a HBC M (cell HBC29 in Table 2 the cone-HBC R synapse under dark-adapted conditions. For the HBC M in Fig. 6 , the voltage gain was Ç13.5. By using and Wu 1996), and thus light stimuli 500 nm/ 07.67 and this method, we analyzed two other HBC M s and two DBC M s 750 nm/02.87 generated rod responses of the same ampli-in dark-adapted tiger salamander retina. The chord voltage tude, and stimuli 500 nm/07.30 and 750 nm/02.50 gener-gain for the cone input synapses in bipolar cell HBC35 is ated rod responses of the same amplitude. Because the two 17.2, in HBC03 is 11.7, in DBC32 is 12.2, and in DBC26 500 nm lights were far below the operation range of the is 9.12. We chose these five bipolar cells to analyze cone cone, they only elicited rod responses and therefore evoked synaptic gain for two reasons. 1) These cells exhibit high pure rod inputs in the DBC M s and HBC M s. The two 750 nm sensitivity to 500-nm light steps among mixed cells in Table  lights elicited both rod and cone responses, and thus they 2, with the more negative log s values, and thus their relative evoked mixed inputs in DBC M s and HBC M s. Therefore it was cone/rod synaptic inputs should be among the lowest. (within their linear response-intensity ranges: Ç1.5 mV beOne basic requirement for such voltage subtraction is that low the dark potentials, see above). Bipolar cells with high the rod and cone synaptic inputs must add linearly in DBC M s light sensitivity exhibited 10-20 mV responses to light stimand HBC M s within the voltage range of subtraction. In Fig. uli , which elicited 0.3-1 mV rod or cone responses. Such 5, we show that rod and cone inputs add linearly within at large bipolar cell responses allowed reasonably accurate least the first 15-20 mV below the HBC M (cell HBC29 in computer-assisted waveform subtraction for this set of ex- Table 2 ) dark membrane potential. We used a 0.5-s 500 nm/ periments. It is evident from the results described above that 07.67 light step and a 0.5-s 750 nm/ 03.3 light step to the cone inputs in the mixed bipolar cells when stimulated stimulate the HBC M . As illustrated in Fig. 1 A, the 500 with 750 nm light are quite high. The voltage gains of the nm/07.67 light was far below the operation range of cones, cone input synapses are very close to the voltage gains of thus it only stimulated rods, and therefore the HBC M re-the rod input synapses (compare the gain values given above sponse was mediated by rod input alone. The HBC M response for bipolar cells HBC03, DBC26, HBC29, DBC32, and to 750 nm/03.3 light stimulated both rods and cones (Yang HBC35 with the second set of gain values in Table 3 for and Wu 1996). The HBC M response to the combined beams these 5 cells). We used the second set of gain values in of 500 nm/07.67 and 750 nm/03.3 lights is shown as the Table 3 for comparison because it was estimated by the ratios of bipolar cell responses to 1.04 mV (the first set used thick trace in Fig. 5 . We added the HBC M response to the 0.11 mV) of rod response, whereas the gain values in this the DBC C s and HBC C s, and the log s values span over 2.5 log units along the intensity axis (Fig. 1B) . Because the section were obtained by the ratios of bipolar cell responses to 0.87 mV of cone response). From these results, one can responses of these cells are mediated predominately by rods, and there is only one type of rods in the tiger salamander conclude that mixed bipolar cells in dark-adapted tiger salamander retina make synaptic contacts with both rods and retina (Attwell et al. 1984; Lasansky 1973) , it is not certain how the rods with small sensitivity variation (Fig. 1A ) medicones. When these bipolar cells are stimulated with 500 nm lights, their responses are mediated primarily by rods, be-ate postsynaptic responses in bipolar cells of such large sensitivity variation. We do not think that the sensitivity variacause they reach saturation at intensities far below the response threshold of the cones. ranges. Our preliminary results have suggested rods in the In this article, we present a systematic study on the re-tiger salamander retina have L-and N-type calcium channels sponse amplitude, sensitivity, waveform, and the spectral . The exact mechanisms of how these chanproperties of rods, cones, and bipolar cells in dark-adapted nels mediate bipolar cell responses are under investigation. tiger salamander retinas. One major difference between our 2) The DBC M s and HBC M s exhibit a wider variation of results and previous studies is that the relative sensitivity maximum response amplitude than the DBC C s and HBC C s span of bipolar cells reported in this article extends over 6 (Fig. 1B) . There is no systematic correlation between the log units, whereas other studies showed a much narrower maximum response amplitude, response sensitivity (log s) sensitivity span (Capovilla et al. 1987; Thibos and Werblin and state of retinal adaptation, although the DBC M s and 1978; Werblin 1977) . We attribute this difference to the HBC M s with the highest sensitivities tend to have large reuse of infrared illumination during the dissection and in sponse amplitudes. We have plotted the bipolar cell rethe microscope. The infrared instruments (cutoff wavelength sponses in normalized V-log I scale (not shown in this panear 850 nm) allow total dark adaptation, and we found that per); the log s values show similar spread along the intensity the sensitivity of rods and mixed bipolar cells with infrared axis. We think the response amplitude variations in Fig. 1B are Ç1.5-2 log units higher than that when red light is used reflect variation of DBC M s and HBC M s under physiological during dissection and recording (Wu 1987) .
conditions, although we cannot rule out recording condition Functional implications of the wide sensitivity span of and electrode-induced membrane resistance change as condark-adapted bipolar cells will be discussed in a subsequent tributing factors for such variation. 3) Although the vast section. Results described in this article also confirm our majority of bipolar cells in dark-adapted retinas fall into two previous finding that bipolar cells in dark-adapted tiger sala-groups (the log s values of DBC M s and HBC M s are between mander retina fall into two groups (Hensley et al. 1993; 08.11 and 05.54, and those of the DBC C s and HBC C s are Yang and Wu 1993) , one receives mixed inputs from rods between 03.45 and 02.32, Table 2 and Fig. 1B) , in a few and cones and the other is driven by cones. Several pieces instances we recorded bipolar cells with log s values lying of new information also are provided. 1) The DBC M s and between the two groups. Because we only recorded four such bipolar cells and only one of them has maximum ampli-HBC M s exhibit a wider ranger of response sensitivity than tude ú5 mV (HBC41 in Table 2 and dotted curve in Fig. S S (rod-DBC M or rod-HBC M ) ranges from 1.22 to 51.82 mV photon 01 mm 2 s, which are of the same order of magnitude 1B), we think these cells constitute a small portion of bipolar cells in the tiger salamander retina. Their function and rela-as the bipolar cell sensitivity for rod inputs reported in an earlier study in which no distinction between rod-and conetive rod/cone inputs are not certain. 4) The mixed bipolar cells receive substantial inputs from cones when they are driven bipolar cells is made (Capovilla et al. 1987 ). The step sensitivity of cone-driven bipolar cells for cone inputs, stimulated with long wavelength light. By the use of linear subtraction method, we have shown that the voltage gains S S (cone-DBC C or cone-HBC C ) ranges from 0.0000438 to 0.00201 mV photon 01 mm 2 s. Therefore, in dark-adapted of the cone synapses made on these cells are of similar values as the rod synapses. This result suggests that this tiger salamander retinas, the step sensitivities of bipolar cells distribute over 6 log units. This finding extends the bipolar group of bipolar cells make synaptic contacts with both rods and cones, a notion that is consistent with the anatomic cell sensitivity range by Ç3 log units from the previous bipolar cell data in which only rod inputs are studied (Capovresults of the tiger salamander retina (Lasansky 1973) . When these bipolar cells are stimulated by short-medium illa et al. 1987) . The functional implication of such wide bipolar cell sensitivity distribution will be discussed in next wavelength (or white) lights, their responses are mediated primarily by rods because rods are 2-3 log units more sensi-section.
We also have estimated the chord voltage gains of the tive to these lights than cones , and the voltage gain of the rod-DBC M and rod-HBC M synapses rod-and cone-bipolar cell synapses in dark-adapted tiger salamander retinae. We list two sets of gains in Table 3 , are high (Table 2 and Fig. 4) . Consequently responses of these cells to short-medium wavelength (or white) lights with the first obtained from rod or cone responses Ç0.1 mV below their dark potentials and the second set from reach saturation at intensities below the response threshold of the cones (Fig. 1) . Therefore the DBC M and HBC M re-responses Ç1 mV below the dark potentials. The first set of gains is three to five times higher than the second set; sponses under most stimulus conditions (with the exception of stimulus light of wavelength ú650 nm) are driven by this is consistent with the finding that the input-output relations of the photoreceptor-bipolar cell synapses are rods, even though these cells make synaptic contacts with both rods and cones. 5) The cone-driven bipolar cells, nonlinear with the highest gain near the photoreceptor dark potential ( Belgum and Copenhagen 1988; Falk 1989 ; Yang DBC C s and HBC C s, exhibit smaller variation in both response sensitivity and response amplitude (Table 2 and Fig. and Wu 1993 ) . Additionally, from the results shown in Fig. 4 , it is evident that the log ( voltage gain ) of the rod-1B) than the mixed bipolar cells. These bipolar cells receive inputs only from cones because when rods alone are stimu-DBC M , rod-HBC M , cone-DBC C , or cone-HBC C synapses is approximately proportional to the relative sensitivity lated by dim 500 nm lights, they give no responses. They respond to light stimuli only when the light intensity is bright ( log s ) of the bipolar cells. The proportional constant, b, is about 00.5 for the rod-DBC M and rod-HBC M synapses enough to elicit cone responses (Figs. 1 and 3) . Additionally, the spectral sensitivities of the cone-driven bipolar cells and 00.9 for the cone-DBC C and cone-HBC C synapses.
In other words, for each log unit increase of bipolar cell follow the spectral sensitivity curve of the cones very closely (Fig. 2) . Therefore the DBC C s and HBC C s in dark-adapted sensitivity ( more negative log s ), there is a 0.5 log unit ( 10 0.5 Å 3.16 ) -fold increase of voltage gain in the tiger salamander retina serve as relays that convey pure cone signals to the inner retina.
rod input synapse; and a 0.9 log unit ( 10 0.9 Å 7.94 ) -fold increase of voltage gain in the cone input synapse. Therefore bipolar cells with higher relative light sensitivity have Response sensitivity and voltage gain of rod-and conehigher voltage gains at their photoreceptor input synapses, bipolar cell synapses which is consistent with a theoretical model ( Attwell 1990 ) . However, it is not clear whether the higher voltage In this article, we have used two parameters to determine the light sensitivity of rods, cones and bipolar cells. The first gains are mediated by more synaptic contacts from photoreceptors or by higher synaptic efficacy at each synaptic is the relative sensitivity defined as the log light intensity that elicits half-maximal response (log s), and the second contact. A systematic electron microscopic study on physiologically identified bipolar cells in this retina is needed is the step sensitivity, S S , defined as the voltage response divided by the absolute intensity of light steps near the dark to clarify this question.
It has been assumed that DBCs in the retina have higher membrane potential. The relative sensitivity log s gives the relative operating range of the cell along the light intensity synaptic gains than the HBCs because DBCs use metabotropic glutamate receptors (L-AP4 receptors associated with axis, and the step sensitivity gives the absolute sensitivity of the cell for small responses. We determine the log s a cGMP second messenger cascade), whereas HBCs use ionotropic glutamate receptors, and the glutamate-gated values by fitting response data points with Eq. 2 and estimate the step sensitivities of rods, cones, and bipolar cells by channels in DBCs are closed in darkness whereas those in HBCs are open (Falk 1989) . Our results in this article do using their responses to 08.3/500 nm light steps. The step sensitivity of the rod, S S (rod) is 1.07 mV photon 01 mm 2 s not support this assertion. In Figs. 1B and 3 and Tables 2  and 3 , there is no obvious difference in response amplitude and that of the cone, S S (cone) is 0.00146 mV photon 01 mm 2 s. These values are similar to those obtained in earlier studies and voltage gain between the DBCs and HBCs. It appears that both types of bipolar cells have similar ranges of voltage on the amphibian and turtle retinas (Baylor and Hodgkin 1973; Diamond and Copenhagen 1995; . gains at their photoreceptor input synapses.
In this study, by using linear subtracting method, we seThe step sensitivity of mixed bipolar cells for rod inputs, / 9k20$$no21 10-29-97 14:28:06 neupas LP-Neurophys lected five mixed bipolar cells and estimated their cone syn-gain) are used, and they reach saturation when even brighter light gives even larger photoreceptor signals. Then other aptic gains under dark-adapted conditions. Results obtained indicate that for each bipolar cell, the voltage gain of the bipolar cells with even lower sensitivity are used to encode these photoreceptor signals. Consequently, by dividing light cone input synapse is very close to the voltage gain of the rod input synapse. This is in sharp contrast to the results in responses into many segments along the light intensity axis, bipolar cells encode photoreceptor signals with higher ampli- Table 3 and Fig. 4 , which show that the voltage gains of the rod-DBC M and rod-HBC M synapses are Ç10 times higher fication for small rod responses and lower amplification for large photoreceptor responses. than the voltage gains of the cone-DBC C or cone-HBC C synapses. These results indicate that when rods and cones make synapses on the same bipolar cell (either DBC M or
We are indebted to F. Gao and S. Singh for assistance in figure and table preparations.
HBC M ), their synaptic gains are compatible; but when they This work was supported by grants from the National Eye Institute (EYmake synapses on different types of bipolar cells (mixed 04446), the Retina Research Foundation (Houston), and Research to Preor cone-driven bipolar cells), their synaptic gains are very vent Blindness, Inc. different. From this one can conclude that the difference in
